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Abstract—In recent years, micro-nano device characteristics like ferroelectrics and resistive switching are being used to build

important security primitives such as Physical Unclonable Function (PUF). The micro-nano device-based hardware security primitives,

although with higher security, energy efficiency, and integration density, suffer from serious reliability issues caused by process scaling.

To mitigate this issue, this paper introduces a reconfigurable weak PUF based on spin-transfer torque magnetoresistive random-

access memory (STT-MRAM), which adopts the crossing switches implemented with simple demultiplexes (DEMUXs) to improve the

flexibility and reliability. Moreover, two algorithms, neighboring bit lines and top-n, are proposed to enlarge the gap between

two parallel reading currents, thus further enhancing the reliability of PUF responses. Experimental results demonstrate that the

proposed PUF scheme achieves good uniqueness (50.64 percent), uniformity (50.02 percent), and bit-aliasing (�49.80%). Particularly,

the proposed method significantly improves the PUF reliability, achieving low bit error rate (BER � 2.13%) within the range of -20�C to

90�C.

Index Terms—Physical unclonable function, STT-MRAM, reliability, flexibility

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

THE development of modern semiconductor industry has
been dependent on the increasingly globalized supply

chain, in which the manufacturing of most semiconductor
devices is outsourced to the off-shore, untrustworthy “one-
stop-shop” foundries. Consequently, the security of the hard-
ware devices is becoming a dominant concern of the modern
IC industry [1]. For example, the market research firm IHS
iSuppli revealed that the top five counterfeit electronics
incurred around 169 billion revenue loss to the global semicon-
ductor business [2]. More detailed, the outsourced electronic
manufacturing brings various issues like overproduction, in
which an untrusted foundry may fabricate more chips than
contracted and sell them at a lower price. These issues are
threatening the security and reliability of many critical infra-
structures, such as the national defense system, aswell as com-
mercial electronics likemedical devices [3].

Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) is a promising hard-
ware security primitive that can effectively address these
aforementioned security issues [31]. PUFs have attracted a
plethora of attention in both academia and industry [4].
While the fabrication of conventional CMOS-based devices

is approaching the material and physical limits, various
emerging micro-nano devices [6] are being explored for
higher performance. Given the significant potential of
micro-nano devices, they have also been used to build hard-
ware security primitives, like PUF [5]. Among these existing
solutions, the PUFs based on spin-transfer torque magneto-
resistive random access memory (STT-MRAM) are gaining
a lot of attention with promising energy efficiency and inte-
gration density [7]. However, due to the scaling of the
manufacturing process dimension, the STT-MRAM PUFs
also suffer from severe reliability issues. For example, the
storage states of the scaled memory cells are more sensitive
to environmental disturbances, such as temperature, mag-
netic field noise, and supply voltage fluctuation, leading to
significant bit error rates (BERs). Many methods have been
proposed to mitigate these reliability issues, such as fuzzy
extractors [8] or error correction codes (ECC) [9] (a.k.a.
helper data [29]). Additionally, many reliability enhancing
technologies for these emerging PUFs are also proposed at
the cost of higher structural complexity and more strict con-
trol conditions [10], [11], [12].

The sensitivity of the sense amplifier (SA) [32] is also an
essential factor affecting device reliability. In the previous
works, the response bits are all extracted from the read cur-
rent gap between a single magnetic tunneling junction
(MTJ) cell and the reference current. Therefore, the current
gap input to SA is small. It requires SA to have a higher res-
olution, which increases the difficulty of circuit design. Fur-
thermore, there are two methods to provide reference
current. The simple one is to use a pinned MTJ whose elec-
trical resistance is close to all memory cells’ average value.
Another option is to compose a reference circuit with plenty
of reference cells whose MTJ electrical characteristics are
identical to the memory cells. The reference current obtains
from the reference circuit is due to more reliability than
from a single device. But the reference circuit increases the
complexity and occupies a larger area.
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To solve the existing problems associated with these STT-
MRAM-based PUFs, we introduce a novel STT-MRAM-
based reconfigurable weak PUF to improve reliability. The
main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

1) We propose a flexible, reconfigurable weak PUF struc-
ture based on STT-MRAM. It adopts the parallel cur-
rents of MTJ cells to generate response bits. The
parallel current of a bit line is several times larger than
the current of a single MTJ cell, and the large current
value can resist signal noise fluctuations more effec-
tively. Specifically, the structure inserts a novel cross-
ing structure composed of multiple Demutiplexs
(DEMUXs) into the conventional STT-MRAM. By
adjusting the control signals of these DEMUXs in the
proposed crossing structure, eachMTJ cell could flexi-
bly connect to different bit lines to construct optimized
MTJs parallel structures, where any two parallel bit
lines consisting of multiple MTJ cells can produce a 1-
bit response. This structure can solve the drift issue
caused by temperature or supply voltage since it does
not require any reference cell/circuit.

2) Two algorithms, neighboring bit lines and
top-n algorithms, are introduced to maximize the
difference between the read currents of two bit lines
for the proposed PUF structure, thus improving the
reliability of the PUF responses. Based on the pro-
posed parallel structure, these two algorithms accu-
mulate multiple MTJ cell pairs’ current gaps.
Therefore, the current gap input to the SA is
enlarged several times compared with the previous
work. This method considers the enhancement of
response reliability from the SA resolution, which is
rarely explored in previous works.

3) We perform extensive experiments with Hspice sim-
ulation, which adopts the commonly used MTJ
model [13]. The experimental results demonstrate
that our proposed reconfigurable PUF can achieve �
2:13% bit error rate (BER), 50.64 percent uniqueness,
� 49:80% bit-aliasing, and 50.02 percent uniformity.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Back-
ground and relatedworks are reviewed in Section 2. Section 3
introduces the preliminaries of PUFs. Section 4 presents the
proposed reconfigurable and reliable weak PUF based on
STT-MRAM. Section 5 presents comprehensive performance
evaluations for the proposed STT-MRAM-based PUF designs
and algorithms. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper and
points out future directions.

2 RELATED WORK

Various reliability enhancing technologies are proposed to
eliminate the bit errors of PUF responses. The authors of [8]
defined a fuzzy extractor and store a string as the helper data
to reproduce the correct responses. The temporal majority
votingmethod collects the results of multiple PUFs and choo-
ses the bits that appear most frequently as the final output
[30], [33]. The dark-bit masking scheme detects andmarks the
location of the unstable PUF bits and then discards these bits
further in the application [30]. Other dominant approaches
are more focused on the bit errors caused by the aging effect

of transistors [30]. Burn-in reinforcement such as biased-tem-
perature instability (BTI) [32] and hot-carrier injection (HCI)
[31] are all used to enhance the stability of the SRAM PUF
cells. The breakdown position BD-PUFs [30] utilize the posi-
tion of oxide breakdown in CMOS to improve the reliability
of responses.

This section reviews the state-of-the-art reliability optimiz-
ing technologies for emerging PUFs, which could be classified
into structural optimization and read-write optimization.

Structural Optimization. Structural optimization technolo-
gies employ extra circuit structures to weaken the current
fluctuations caused by environmental disturbances. The extra
circuits are at the cost of higher design complexity and hard-
ware overhead. The Xbar PUF [14] employs XORing and
column shuffling techniques to resist the environmental dis-
turbances with an extra elaborating structure. Even for a
small-scale CRPs set, the Xbar PUF consumes a large amount
of energy to generate a single response bit. In [7], [15], the
active cells and reference cells are manufactured in the same
way, therefore the drift is consistent between the read currents
and reference currents under the same conditions. The stabil-
ity of the reference current of these solutions is affected by the
size of the reference array. The authors of [10] adopted multi-
plexers to enlarge the time gap between the delay paths, thus
enhancing the reliability of PUFs. Nanoscale ReRAM devices
work as the main delay cells to improve the reliability of clas-
sic CMOS time delay PUF (TD-PUF) [34]. MUXs divert the
racing pulse based on the input select bit to expand the differ-
ence between the delay paths. However, the main part of the
TD-PUF is still using CMOS technology, so it has little effect
on reducing power consumption.

Read/Write Optimization. The read-write optimization
technologies strengthen the robustness of responses based
on strict control conditions or complicated peripheral cir-
cuits. The masking technology outputs the response bits
generated by the reliable cells while neglecting the unreli-
able cells [16]. In [16], the authors employed an MRAM to
extract the raw PUF responses and an additional register to
store the information on the location of unreliable cells. The
authors of [12] utilized optimized forming conditions to set
part of the cells into the certain low resistance state while
other cells remain at the initial high resistance state. In [17]
and [18], the output bits are written back to the memory
cells to enhance the robustness of response regeneration.
The authors of [11] sumed up the read-out currents of multi-
ple RRAM cells to generate one response bit, which can sta-
tistically minimize the early-lifetime failure incurred by
RRAM retention degradation under high temperature.

Different from previous work, we consider the enhance-
ment of response reliability from the SA resolution based on
the proposed parallel structure and the reconfigurable algo-
rithms, which ensure the current gap input to the SA is
enlarged several times compared with the existing work.
Therefore, we can resolve the drift issue caused by tempera-
ture or supply voltage without any reference cell/circuit.

3 PRELIMINARIES

3.1 Physical Unclonable Function

A physical unclonable function is a special hardware primi-
tive characterized by its unique input (challenge) and output
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(response) behavior. Each PUF instance owns a unique map-
ping relationship between challenges and responses. This
mapping relationship depicts the internal complex physical
characteristics generated during the manufacturing process.
Below are three commonly used metrics to evaluate the per-
formance of PUFs [7], [19].

Uniqueness. When a set of challenges are applied to dif-
ferent PUF instances, their responses are expected to be dif-
ferent. Therefore, uniqueness is used as the parameter that
indicates the difference between PUF instances, and this
parameter is defined with Eq. (1)

HDðRi;RjÞ ¼
XK

k¼1
Ri½k� �Rj½k�; (1)

where Ri and Rj denote the corresponding K-bits
responses generated by PUFi and PUFj under the same
challenges. Statistically, the ideal uniqueness is 50 percent
for a group of PUF instances, which means half of the
bits between Ri and Rj are expected to be different. Spe-
cifically, the normalized inter Hamming distance in
Eq. (2) is commonly used to measure the uniqueness of N
PUFs with K-bits responses

HDinter ¼ 2

NðN � 1Þ
XK�1

i¼1

XK

j¼iþ1

HDðRi; RjÞ
K

	 100%: (2)

Uniformity. Uniformity represents the statistical distri-
bution of ‘1’ and ‘0’ in the PUF response. For example,
the uniformity of a K-bit response r can be defined as
follows:

Uni ¼ 1

K

XK

k¼1
rk 	 100%; (3)

where rk represents the kth bit of the response r. The
ideal uniformity of a PUF is 50 percent, which indicates
that 50 percent of the bits are data ‘1’, and the rest is
data ‘0’.

Bit-Aliasing. If a bit of response is ’0’ or ’1’ with the same
probability, the bit is unbiased. Bit-aliasing is defined as

BAðkÞ ¼ 1

N

XN

i¼1
RiðkÞ; (4)

where k is the kth response bit,N is the number of PUFs and
Rik is the kth response bit of the ith PUF.

Reliability. PUF responses are expected to remain the
same under the same challenge even under different
environmental conditions [28]. In this paper, the reliabil-
ity is measured by Rel, which is calculated as follows:

Rel ¼ 1�BER ¼ 1� 1

P 	K

XP

p¼1
HDðr; rpÞ 	 100%: (5)

A PUF obtains P responses from the same challenge over
P runs. K is the length of each response, and P 	K indi-
cates the total response bits generated after P runs. r is the

response generated under the standard condition, which
works as a reference value. rp is the pth response under dif-
ferent test conditions. Ideally, the BER of a PUF is expected
to be zero, and reliability is 100 percent. Their reliability is
usually affected by different environmental conditions,
since PUFs leverage microscopic process variations.

3.2 STT-MRAM PUF

In the STT-MRAM, the data is stored in the magnetic tunnel-
ing junctions. AnMTJ generally has a sandwich structure that
consists of two ferromagnetic layers separated by a tunnel
barrier. The lower layer is the pinned layer with a fixed mag-
netization direction. The upper layer has a freely rotating
magnetic direction, namely the free layer. The magnetization
direction of the free layer can be programmed by providing a
sufficiently large spin-polarized current. The relative magne-
tization direction of the two ferromagnetic layers influences
the resistance of an MTJ. When the relative direction of the
two ferromagnetic layers is parallel, the MTJ device exhibits a
low resistance state (LRS). Otherwise, the MTJ exhibits a high
resistance state (HRS).

STT-MRAM PUFs have already been explored and dem-
onstrated with higher security, energy efficiency, and inte-
gration density [35]. However, low reliability limits the
applicability of the PUFs. In this work, we focus on improv-
ing the reliability of PUFs, which are based on typical STT-
MRAM structure where each memory cell has an MTJ con-
nected to a word line selecting transistor (1T1M) in series.
For anm	 n STT-MRAM PUF, the address of each memory
cell Mi;jði 2 ½1;m�; j 2 ½1; n�Þ is the challenge input coded by
the m word lines (WLs) and the n bit lines (BLs). Applying
a small voltage to the corresponding bit line, the current Ii;j
flowing through the cell Mi;j is proportional to its electrical
resistance. The PUF response is generated by comparing the
current Ii;j with the reference current Iref via a comparator.
The original input signal is amplified by a sense amplifier
as the output. For example, if Ii;j > Iref , the response bit is
set to ‘1’; otherwise, it is ‘0’.

3.3 Reliability Challenges for STT-MRAM PUF

Despite its security and efficiency, the STT-MRAM PUF
should also handle the reliability issue in implementation.
An MTJ can be considered as a voltage-controlled variable
resistance. The parallel tunnel resistance RP in the MTJ of
the CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB structure [20], [21] is shown as
follows:

RP ¼ tox

F 	 ’�
1
2 	Area

	 expð1:025	 tox 	 ’�
1
2Þ; (6)

where tox represents the free layer thickness, ’ stands for the
insulation barrier height, F denotes the multiplication factor
(depending on the material composition of the magnetic tun-
nel junction), andArea stands for the junction area of anMTJ.
The anti-parallel state resistance RAP is RAP ¼ Rp 	 ð1þ
TMRÞ [22]. According to the Slonzewski model [23], the tun-
nelmagnetoresistance (TMR) can bemodeled as follows:

TMR ¼ TMRð0Þ
1þ V 2

bias=V
2
h

; (7)
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where TMR(0) denotes the TMR at 0 bias, Vbias is the bias on
the MTJ, and the Vh represents the bias when the TMR ¼
0:5	 TMRð0Þ. The value of the TMR is a key parameter for
the reading operation of the memory circuits. A larger TMR
can achieve higher reading accuracy, especially for the
memory chips without error correction circuits. To avoid
interfering with the data stored in the MTJ, a small bias is
applied to the BL, resulting in a small read current. How-
ever, such a small voltage/current amplitude is not high
enough to resist the environmental disturbance.

The first challenge for the STT-MRAM PUF is the ran-
dom fluctuation of temperature and voltage/current that
degrades the reliability. Additionally, the sensitivity of the
comparator also affects the reliability of the PUF instance.
To solve these problems, we need to enlarge the gap
between the active and reference currents as much as possi-
ble, for example, making it to be larger than the comparator
resolution.

4 STT-MRAM-BASED RECONFIGURABLE AND

RELIABLE WEAK PUF

4.1 Structure Overview

We present the structure overview of the proposed STT-
MRAM-based weak PUF in Fig. 1. The main contribution of
the proposed STT-MRAM-based m	 n weak PUF structure
is inserting m dedicated n bits crossing switches Si into the
basic 1T1M STT-MRAM topology, to make these MTJ cells
(denoted by the addresses Mi;j, i 2 ½1;m�, j 2 ½1; n�Þ recon-
figurable along with the m WLs and n BLs. Specifically, the
proposed PUF can generate n bits responses and maintain
the regular connections between the WLs and the source
lines (SLs). Instead of connecting to a fixed bit line, each
MTJ cell can connect to any bit line through the well-
designed crossing switches composed of the widely avail-
able DEMUXs. For instance, in Fig. 1, the cells M12, M2n,
Mm2 are connected to the same bit line BL2 marked by
the dash red line, while the cells M11, M21, Mm1 remain

connected to the original bit line BL1 marked by the bold
blue line.

We implement the crossing switch Si with n DEMUXs, as
shown in Fig. 2. There are up to four connection options for
each MTJ cell: default connection to bit line BLj, the front
bit line BLj�1, the next bit line BLjþ1, and the hanging. It is
worth mentioning that in the proposed scheme, the next bit
line of BLn is BL1. The DEMUX’s signal control state E1E2

of the cell Mij is EðMijÞ 2 E ¼ f00; 01; 10; 11g, which indi-
cates four possible outputs, i.e., BLj�1; Hanging; BLj; BLjþ1.
The control signal distribution is determined by the
designer during the manufacturing process according to the
position of each line in the DEMUX.

Due to the flexible configuration of the 1:4 DEMUX, each
MTJ cell can connect to different neighboring BLs to con-
struct an optimized parallel combination, where any two bit
lines can produce one response bit through current compar-
ison. Particularly, we propose corresponding reconfigurable
algorithms that search the appropriate MTJ combinations in
parallel to achieve the intended current gap. If the SLs are
grounded and the WLs are applied positive bias, the MTJ
cells connected in the same bit line form a parallel sub-cir-
cuit, as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, not only the parallel cur-
rent obtained in a bit line is larger than the current from a
single MTJ cell, but also the optimized the current gap
between the corresponding two bit lines will be maximized,
thus making the PUF reliable.

4.2 CRPs Generation Algorithms

In this section, we introduce two CRPs generation algorithms
for the proposed reconfigurable PUF, i.e., neighboring bit

lines and top-n , which can output optimized CRPs to
improve the reliability of the proposed PUF. In the initial writ-
ing operation, these two algorithms set all cells in HRS, which
can obtain a more random distribution of MTJ resistance to
guarantee the uniqueness, unclonability, and unpredictabil-
ity. Notably, the algorithms employ two essential functions to
perform the optimized CRPs read/generate operation as
follows.

ChallengeðAj;Aj0 Þ. Aj;Aj0 denote the addresses of the MTJ
cells connected to bit lines BLj and BLj0 in parallel via
DEMUX, respectively. The two sets generate response bits
between BLj and BLj0 , then they are returned as a challenge
Cj in this function, where i 2 ½1;m�; j; j0 2 ½1; n�.

ResponseðIj; Ij0 Þ. This function compares the current of
two bit lines (BLj and BLj0 ) and returns ‘1’ as one bit
response Rj, if Ij > Ij0 ; otherwise it returns ‘0’, where Ij

Fig. 1. The proposed STT-MRAM-basedm	 n PUF.

Fig. 2. Crossing switch implementation.
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and Ij0 are the sum of the read current of all the parallel MTJ
cells connected to the jth and j0th bit line.

Algorithm 1.Neighboring Bit Lines Reconfigurable
Algorithm

Require:
The set of all MTJ cells addresses, A ¼ fMi;jg;
The set of the read current of all cells, I ¼ fIi;jg;
The given current gap threshold, T ;

Ensure:
Challenge-Response Pair CRP;

1: for j ¼ 1 to n do
2: if jIj � Ijþ1j 
 T then
3: Rj  ResponseðIj; Ijþ1Þ;
4: Cj  ChallengeðAj;Ajþ1Þ ;
5: else
6: for i ¼ 1 tom� 1 do
7: if ððIm;j > Im;jþ1Þ � ðIi;j > Ii;jþ1Þ ¼¼ 1 then
8: EðMi;jÞ  11; EðMi;jþ1Þ  10;
9: end if
10: end for
11: Rj  ResponseðIj; Ijþ1Þ;
12: Cj  ChallengeðAj;Ajþ1Þ;
13: end if
14: end for
15: CRP  ffC1; R1g; fC2; R2g; . . . ; Rngg;
16: return CRP;

� The Neighboring Bit Lines Reconfigurable Algorithm
The proposed neighboring bit line algorithm is devoted

to search for proper MTJ cells that are further reconnected
along two neighboring bit lines, e.g., BLj and BLjþ1. Thus,
the current gap between the two neighboring bit lines jIj �
Ijþ1j is larger than the given current gap threshold T . It is
worth noting that when it runs to the last bit line BLn, the
next bit line will be BL1. The searching criteria for the
intended MTJ cells is defined as follows:

arg
cells2AjorAjþ1

fjIj � Ijþ1j 
 Tg; j 2 ½1; n�: (8)

As illustrated in Algorithm 1, if the original current gap
between the two neighboring bit lines is larger than T , then the
algorithm will directly extract the CRPs. Otherwise, the key
iterative searching and reconfiguration process (shown in lines
6-10) are conducted. Particularly, if there are inconsistency of

comparisons as shown in line 7, then their bit line connections
for cells Mi;j and Mi;jþ1 will be exchanged (code line 8)
by resetting their signal control states EðMi;jÞ  11 and
EðMi;jþ1Þ  10 (see Fig. 2 as an example). For instance, when
i; j ¼ 1, if original Im;1 > Im;2 and I1;1 < I1;2, the code line 8
exchanges the bit line connections for M1;1 and M1;2. As a
result,Mm;1 andM1;2 connect toBL1 whileMm;2 andM1;1 con-
nect to BL2. Otherwise, if original Im;1 > Im;2 and I1;1 > I1;2,
M1;1 and M1;2 keep in original connection. The operation in
code line 8 can eliminate all inconsistencies and reconfigure
the bit line connections to keep the current gap between two
neighboring bit lines as large as possible. The optimized CRP
is returned as the final result (code line 16).

The computing complexity of Algorithm 1 is Oðm � nÞ,
while it depends on the accurate threshold T that is not
easy to obtain concerning the different characteristics of var-
ious PUFs. We introduce another algorithm, top-n reconfig-
urable algorithm, that is more adaptive and practical.

Algorithm 2. Top-n Reconfigurable Algorithm

Require:
The set of all MTJ cells addresses, A ¼ fMi;jg;
The set of the read current of all cells, I ¼ fIi;jg;
The number of response bits, n;

Ensure:
Challenge-Response Pair CRP;

1: Aj  ;; j 2 ½1; n�;D ;; k 1;
2: for i ¼ 1 tom do
3: CellSortðWLiÞ;
4: for j ¼ 1 to n do
5: Aj  Aj [Mi;j;
6: end for
7: end for
8: for j ¼ 1 to n� 1 do
9: for j0 ¼ jþ 1 to n do
10: Dj;j0  jIj � Ij0 j;
11: D D [ Dj;j0 ;
12: end for
13: end for
14: for each Dj;j0 in TopnðDÞ do
15: Ck  ChallengeðAj;Aj0 Þ;
16: k kþ 1;
17: end for
18: CRP  ffC1; R1g; fC2; R2g; . . . ; fCn;Rngg;
19: return CRP;

� The Top-n Reconfigurable Algorithm
The top-n reconfigurable algorithm searches for n pairs

bit lines, which can obtain the largest n current gaps among
all bit lines in the set P . The searching problem can be
defined as follows:

argmax
Ak

fIp � Iqg; p; q 2 ½1; jP j�; k 2 ½1; n�; (9)

where Akðk 2 ½1; n�Þ indicates there are top n pairs of
intended bit lines. However, the computing complexity of
this searching is jP j ¼ OðnmÞ, which is unaffordable for a
lightweight PUF application. To mitigate this issue, we fur-
ther adopt a heuristic strategy in Algorithm 2 that can rap-
idly find out the n pairs intended bit lines, thus extracting

Fig. 3. Equivalent parallel circuit.
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the largest n current gaps. As shown in Algorithm 2, a cell
can never be used in two bit lines simultaneously, thus for
each word line WLiði 2 ½1;m�Þ, we employ the function
CellCurrentSortðWLiÞ to sort the n cells according to their
current values, in descending order (code line 3). Conse-
quently, the intended top n pairs bit lines can be heuristi-
cally achieved following code lines 4-5.

After calculating all the current gaps between any two
selected bit lines (code lines 8-13), Algorithm 2 records the n
largest gaps via function TopnðDÞ and adopts the combina-
tion of corresponding cells for two bit lines to generate
CRPs in code lines 14-17. The computing complexity of
Algorithm 2 depends on the specific sorting algorithm with
complexity fðnÞ > n and thus is OðfðnÞ �mþ n2Þ. The two
CRPs generation algorithms only need to run once during
the initialization phase and almost have no negative effects
on the other functions of PUF.

4.3 Case Study

We illustrate the efficiency of the proposed algorithms with
an example of a 4	 4 STT-MRAM-based PUF, i.e., A ¼
fMTJi;jgði; j 2 ½1; 4�Þ, which can generate 4-bits response.
The set of the read current of each cell in the 4 bit lines is I ¼
ff8; 7; 8; 9g; f7; 6; 9; 8g; f9; 7; 7; 6g; f6; 9; 5; 8ggmA, with

I1 ¼ 8þ 7þ 8þ 9 ¼ 32;

I2 ¼ 7þ 6þ 9þ 8 ¼ 30;

I3 ¼ 9þ 7þ 7þ 6 ¼ 29;

I4 ¼ 6þ 9þ 5þ 8 ¼ 28:

Based on the random location distribution of all MTJ cells,
we assume that the original challenge combinations are
ffA1; A2g; fA2; A3g; fA3; A4g; fA4; A1gg and the responses
are f1110g. The original ChallengefA2; A3g ¼ ffM12;M22;
M32;M42g; fM13;M23;M33;M43gg obtains a current gap jI2 �
I3j ¼ 1. After performing Algorithm 1, the reconfigured chal-
lenges will become ChallengefA2; A3g ¼ ffM13;M23;M32;
M42g; fM12;M22;M33;M43gg, and the currents set of all cells
in BL2 and BL3 is ff9; 7; 9; 8g; f7; 6; 7; 6gg, which can gener-
ate a larger current gap. As a result, the output response bits
become f1100g.

If we perform the Algorithm 2, the reconfigured set of the
MTJ cells read currents in the 4 bit lines becomes I ¼ ff9; 9;
9; 9g; f8; 7; 8; 8g; f7; 7; 7; 8g; f6; 6; 5; 6gg, which can obtain a
maximum current gap 13 and the response bits f1110g. In this
way, the reconfigurable algorithms significantly improve the
reliability of the proposed PUF, by enlarging the current gap
between two bit lines. Besides, the reconfigurable PUF can be
applied to some security protocols (e.g.,multi-party communi-
cation), wheremany parties require to share the same key [19].

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

According to the metrics mentioned in Section 3.2, this
section presents the performance evaluations of the pro-
posed PUF with HSpice simulation. In our experiment,
we adopt the state-of-the-art MTJ simulation model [13],
specifically, we set the free layer thickness as lz ¼ 1:48nm,
the oxide insulating layer thickness as tox ¼ 0:85nm, the
saturation magnetization as Ms0 ¼ 1020, the polarization
factor as P0 ¼ 0:69, and the magnetic damping factor as
a ¼ 0:006. We choose three key parameters to introduce
the process variations, the width of the free layer is lx ¼
65nm with relative deviation 5 percent; the length of the
free layer is set as ly ¼ 65nm with relative deviation 5 per-
cent; and the resistance-area product RA ¼ 5=nm2 at
absolute zero temperature with relative deviation 3 per-
cent. All cells are set to HRS at 0:9V as the default, and
the read voltage is 0:2V .

5.1 Monte Carlo Analysis

If the statistical distribution of component parameters in a
circuit is known, the Monte Carlo method can randomly
and repeatedly extract the component parameters according
to the distribution law [24]. Furthermore, it can randomly
extract the circuit parameter for computer simulation, to
reveal the statistical distribution of the circuit characteris-
tics. This work makes use of the Monte Carlo function in
HSpice to analyze the distribution of MTJs resistance.
Figs. 4a and 4b provide 100 samples under LRS and HRS
via Monte Carlo simulations, based on Eqs. (6) and (7).
These simulation results demonstrate an obvious resistance
difference between the two resistance states. As mentioned

Fig. 4. The resistance distribution under LRS and HRS.
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in Section 4.2, the samples under HRS have more random
distribution than the under LRS, which ensures the unclon-
ability of the proposed PUF scheme.

5.2 Uniqueness

Eq. (2) defines the uniqueness between different PUFs by
the normalized inter Hamming distance. We perform the
uniqueness evaluation of the 15 proposed 4-cells parallel
reconfigurable PUFs, with the neighboring bit lines recon-
figurable algorithm applied at 20�C. Each PUF generates a
64-bits response. In Eq. (2), N ¼ 15, K ¼ 64. Fig. 5 shows
the uniqueness of approximately 100 pairs 64-bits
responses generated by the 15 PUFs. Although the number
of occurrences of 50 percent is 23, most of the uniqueness
values approximate the optimal value 50 percent with the
mean uniqueness value as 50.64 percent. And they are nor-
mally distributed around 50 percent, the worst case is
about 50 � 8%.

5.3 Uniformity

Fig. 6 depicts the proportion of data ‘1’ in the 100 responses
of 64-bits. The 100 responses are generated by the proposed
4 cells parallel reconfigurable PUF with the neighboring bit
lines reconfigurable algorithm at 20�C. The average percent-
age of the occurrence of ‘1’ is 50.02 percent, which approxi-
mately equals to the ideal value. In our scheme, the
response bits are generated by comparing the parallel cur-
rents of two bit lines. Due to the structure’s reconfigurable,
the positions of the two bit lines can be exchanged, which
means that the ratio of ‘0/1’ can be adjusted.

5.4 Bit-Aliasing

We perform the bit-aliasing evaluation of 6 groups
(grp1-grp6) proposed 4	 64 MTJ cells STT-MRAM-based
PUF, Each group has 100 samples generated by Monte Carlo
method. We extract the 64 bits response bit-aliasing values
from the simulation results, and compute using Eq. (4). The
results obtained are given in Fig. 7. The bit-aliasing of the 6
groups PUFS are in the range from 48.41 to 51.11 percent,
and their average value is 49.80 percent.

5.5 Reliability

As depicted in Figs. 8 and 9, we evaluate the reliability of
the PUF1-PUF12 listed in Table 1 at the different environ-
ments through the bit error rate defined by Eq. (5). First we
collect the PUF responses at the nominal condition as the
reference (a.k.a., golden responses). Then we measure the
same PUF again under varying temperature and supply
voltage conditions. The reference values are generated at
25�C and 0:2V read bias as the temperature varies from
�20�C to 90�C with a step of 10�C, and the supply voltage
fluctuates within �10%with a step of 4mv.

� Reliability of Group 1 (PUF1-PUF8)
Here we compare the reliability of the proposed reconfig-

urable PUFs at varying sizes. All eight PUFs generate 128-
bits responses and their bit lines are composed of 4, 8, 16,
and 32 memory cells parallel structure, respectively. PUF1,
PUF3, PUF5, and PUF7 adopt the neighboring bit lines
reconfigurable algorithm, and the others adopt the top-n
reconfigurable algorithm.

The experimental results show that the number of paral-
lel cells on a bit line has a substantial effect on the PUF char-
acteristics. As shown in Fig. 8a, there are no error bits for
group 1 at nominal temperature, which indicates high reli-
ability. PUF1-PUF4 show error bits at higher or lower

Fig. 5. Uniqueness. Fig. 6. Uniformity.

Fig. 7. The bit-aliasing of grp1-grp6.
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temperature conditions caused by the fluctuation of some
device parameters, e.g., saturation magnetization and the
polarization factor that vary with the temperature. When
the number of parallel cells m exceeds 16 (i.e., PUF5-PUF8),
there are no error occurrences. The increase of m improves
the reliability of the PUF since a larger number of parallel
cells leads to a broader current gap between two bit lines.
As aforementioned in Section 3.2, the top-n reconfigurable
algorithm performances better due to its adaptivity. For
example, PUF2 and PUF4 outperform the PUF1 and PUF3

under a wide range of temperatures. Notably, the near-zero
m and s in Fig. 8b further indicate that the proposed PUF
scheme is stable and resistant to disturbance.

Figs. 8c and 8d present the reliability of group 1 at vary-
ing voltages. Since the supply voltage affects not only the
MTJ devices but also the sensitivity of the sense amplifier,
the reliability fluctuates slightly, and the BER decreases to 8
percent. However, the number of parallel cells m exceeds 16
in PUF5-PUF8, which can form a large enough parallel cur-
rent difference. PUF5-PUF8 are still reliable under the volt-
age fluctuations. Figs. 8e and 8f present the unstable bit rate
of group 1 at varying temperature and voltages. Bit errors
do not always occur in the same location.

� Reliability of Group 2 (PUF9-PUF12)
As shown in Fig. 9, we compare our PUFs with other PUF

implementations in the same condition. The PUF11 uses one
special MTJ as the reference, whose electrical resistance is
equal to the average value of all active cells in an anti-parallel
state. ThePUF12 utilizes the reference current generation solu-
tion proposed in [7]. Owing to the reconfiguration algorithm,
PUF9 and PUF10 achieve much lower BER than PUF11 and

PUF12. The PUF10 is the most reliable, and its mean BER is
merely 20 and 40 percent of that ofPUF11 andPUF12.

We summarize the three key metrics of our proposed
reconfigurable PUFs and other state-of-the-art PUFs in
Table 2, which shows that the proposed PUF outperforms
all other schemes in terms of uniqueness and higher
reliability.

5.6 Hardware Overhead

The proposed PUF scheme achieves higher reliability at the
cost of reasonable hardware overhead. Since STT-MRAM is
still in bench-scale research, we exploit simulation to evalu-
ate the hardware overhead. We compare our proposed
reconfigurable PUFs with other STT-MRAM-based PUFs in
Table 3. Each MTJ memory cell is regarded as a separate
unit. The MRAM arrays of the PUFs mentioned in Table 3
are all composed of 64 MTJ memory cells. Except for the
MRAM array, we focus on the CMOS digital circuit over-
head mainly arises from the DEMUXs and other gates.

[25] introduced the simplest STT MRAM PUF structure
without any reliability enhancement measures, so the circuit
overhead is minimal. Compared with [7], [25] requires addi-
tional 64 MTJ devices (without transistors) to form a reference
current generation array. In [18] , since the memory cell struc-
ture is 2T2M, the MRAM array’s hardware overhead is almost
doubled.Additionally, the PUFneeds extrawrite-back circuits.

J bit lines can produce up to 1=2	 J 	 ðJ � 1Þ pairwise
combinations at themost. For the proposed n-top solution,we
divide the 64-cell array into 16 bit lines with 4-cell parallel,
which can generate up to 120 combinations, and take the top
64 bit line pairs with the largest current gap to generate the 64-

Fig. 8. The reliability of group 1 (PUF1-PUF8) at varying temperature and voltage. The m is the mean value and s is the standard deviation of BER.
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bits response. Since in most micro-control system chips, the
number of gates is usuallymore than 1000,000 [27]. Compared
with the overall circuit, the increased hardware overhead of
the proposed PUF iswithin 0.1%0.5%.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a reconfigurable STT-MRAM-
based weak PUF. Specifically, the proposed PUF achieves

Fig. 9. The reliability of group 2 (PUF9-PUF12) at varying temperature and voltage.

TABLE 1
Two Groups of the STT-MRAM-Based PUFs

are at Varying Sizes

PUF MRAM Size (m	 n cells) Algorithm

PUF1 4	128 Neighboring bit lines

PUF2 4	128 Top-n

PUF3 8	128 Neighboring bit lines

PUF4 8	128 Top-n

PUF5 16	128 Neighboring bit lines

PUF6 16	128 Top-n

PUF7 32	128 Neighboring bit lines

PUF8 32	128 Top-n

PUF9 4	64 Neighboring bit lines

PUF10 4	64 Top-n

PUF11 8	8 /

PUF12 8	8 /

PUF1-PUF8 generate the 128 bits responses, and PUF9-PUF12 generates the
64 bits responses form groups 1 and 2, respectively.

TABLE 2
The Key Metrics Comparisons of Different

MRAM PUFs With Our Solutions

PUF Uniqueness Uniformity Reliability (BER)

Neighboring bit lines 50.64% 50.02% � 2.13%

top-n 50.01% 49.99% � 1.56%

[7] 49.9-51% 48.7-50% 4.2-5.1%

[18] 49.9-50.4% - � 10�1 � 10�6

[25] 47% - 2:25%

[26] 60.56% - 7.76%
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higher reliability than state-of-the-art, which takes advan-
tage of the DEMUXs-based crossing switches that is not
explored before. In addition, two algorithms, neighboring
bit-line reconfiguration and top-n reconfiguration, are pro-
posed to further increase the difference between two paral-
lel read currents, to enhance the reliability of responses.
Our experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
reconfigurable solution can significantly improve the PUF
reliability. Additionally, the uniqueness, bit-aliasing, and
uniformity are close to the ideal value of 50 percent. When
there are more than 16 memory cells connected in parallel
in one bit line, the bit error rate is almost equal to 0 within a
large temperature range from �20�C to 90�C.

Although this work makes the first attempt to improve
the reliability of weak PUF with a reconfigurable STT-
MRAM, there still exist limitations of the proposed design.
First, to obtain a more stable read current and a larger cur-
rent gap, multiple memory cells are needed to generate one
response bit, which introduces reasonable hardware over-
head but could be further optimized. Second, the experi-
mental results are based on Hspice simulation and MTJ
model due to the lack of real implementation and measure-
ment platforms. Future works will explore the implementa-
tion and optimization of the highly reliable reconfigurable
weak PUF solution on real MRAM devices.
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